GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on sites spreading climate change disinformation.

Conspiracy theories include:
- Falsification of clean energy efforts through Globalist “Planetary Emergency Plan”.
- Severe weather crises are “Not Climate Change.”
- Climate Change is a hoax being used to push elite/Globalist Green New Deal.
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Conservative commentator Erick Erickson added, "Yes the snow-covered solar panels and frozen wind turbines would have been so much more effective by themselves."

Others, like columnist Kurt Schlichter, were much more dismissive of AOC’s attempts to score environmental points off the deadly Texas storms.

Climate change is a hoax designed to steal your money and power, both electrical and political.

Weak on sweeping next-gen public infrastructure investments, little focus on equity so communities are left behind, climate deniers in leadership so they don’t long prep for disaster.

We need to help people *now.* Long-term we must realize these are the consequences of inaction.
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Critics Rip AOC As She Celebrates Frozen Windmills In Texas As Evidence Of The Need For A Green New Deal
Critics Rip AOC As She Celebrates Frozen Windmills In Texas As Evidence Of The Need For A Green New Deal

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (AOC) suggesting power outages in Texas due to a winter storm were evidence of why America needs her Green New Deal.
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Others, like columnist Kurt Schlichter, were much more dismissive of AOC’s attempts to score environmental points off the deadly Texas storms.

Climate change is a hoax designed to steal your money and power, both electrical and political.

Weak on sweeping next-gen public infrastructure investments, little focus on equity so communities are left behind, climate deniers in leadership so they don’t long prep for disaster.

We need to help people *now.* Long-term we must realize these are the consequences of inaction.
Doubtless that the biggest wealth confiscation has been enabled by Climate Hysteria. Initially into the early 1970s, threats of another ice age were promoted. This employed many journalists and science writers such as John Gribben. But cooling could not be blamed upon modern society.
FLASHBACK: In 2004, The U.S. Senate Was Warned That Climate Change is a Hoax

Jonathon Moseley
Oct 8, 2019

POLL: Would you vote for Donald Trump in 2024?
World Economic Forum commits a 'Kinsley gaffe' and then deletes Twitter video revealing its real agenda

By Thomas Lifson

The World Economic Forum, founded by Klaus Schwab in 1970, hosts a yearly January gathering of global corporate and political elites in Davos, Switzerland. Annually, it draws hundreds of private jets, as attendees gather to assure the rest of us that we must tighten our belts and sacrifice our standard of living in order to reduce carbon emissions. It calls itself:
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Stop Being Ridiculous: A Green New Deal Would Make Snowstorms And Blackouts Worse

Citing climate change for Texas's current weather or casting the Green New Deal as a realistic response to such weather is completely unscientific and unhelpful.

As many have heard, Texas has been hit with the worst snowstorm in a decade. To those who think this is unprecedented, a similar snowstorm hit the state in 2010. Spikes in energy demand amid the unusually low temperatures led to rolling blackouts affecting more than 4 million Texans coping with freezing weather. All schools and most businesses have shut down and will likely remain so until the temperature moves above freezing this weekend.

Fresh from accusing Sen. Ted Cruz of attempted murder, the famously tone-deaf socialist Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez blithely tweeted that accepting her Green New Deal would have spared Texans of their current difficulties. Somehow her $93 trillion plan, she says, which many Democrats endorsed but didn’t dare vote for, would have supplied "next-gen public infrastructure investments" that could have somehow neutralized the effects of a freak snowstorm in Texas.

To her credit, at least Ocasio-Cortez focused on the infrastructure aspect of her brainchild and didn’t pretend it would reverse the effects of climate change and thus somehow lessen the impact of the weather—it wouldn’t. But, sure enough, news outlets like CBS and CNBC reported that climate change is to blame for Texans currently freezing without power.

Thus, while millions of Texans freeze without power and some even die because of malfunctioning fireplaces, so many on the left see this as both opportunity to push unscientific claims about the climate and energy production and browbeat their neighbors for not agreeing with their politics.
Just what is it about eating meat that drives “Save-the-Environment” scammers like Bill Gates and departed United Nations Poster Boy Maurice Strong to the point of obsession?

Both, who made a mint pretending to Save the Environment, would have their craven images hand-painted on the dinner plates of the masses.

First came Canadian Great Pretender, UN para Strong, who flat-out stated at the U.N.’s 1992 Rio Earth Summit: “Current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middle class — involving high meat intake, use of fossil fuels, appliances, air-conditioning, and suburban housing — are not sustainable.”

EXPERT: AOC USED TEXAS WEATHER CRISIS TO PROMOTE THE DANGEROUS GREEN NEW DEAL

Haskins points out that, in fact, the increased use of so-called “renewable” energy and not coal, oil, and natural gas caused the breakdown of the power grid in Texas:

AOC's proposed massive transformation of America’s energy industry would likely require destroying millions of acres of land while building billions of new solar panels and at least a million new wind turbines. In the process of rolling out the Green New Deal, many of the 6.8 million jobs that are currently supported by traditional energy sectors, like oil and gas, would be wiped out.

AOC has long claimed that these changes are necessary to stop the “existential threat” of climate change – a completely ludicrous argument unsupported by any available data – but now, she's also asserting that the Green New Deal would magically prevent power outages and other problems like those now being experienced by Texans. Absolutely nothing could be further from the truth. If the United States were to march down AOC’s long road to energy socialism and economic calamity, Americans would find themselves much more susceptible to the power outages Texans have been suffering through over the past week.
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How do you know anything about climate change?
By Bob Weir

Do you ever get the feeling that elected officials have no respect whatsoever for their constituents? Do you feel that Republicans and Democrats are in a war with each other for dominance, while the American people are just onlookers in a spiteful and vindictive political tennis match?

When you look at the two-party system of government, each with opposing political ideologies, the situation becomes pretty obvious. Neither side ever seems to take the other into account.

Behind, if you'll excuse the pun. I'm always amazed at how intelligent these climate change adherents are. Without an exhaustive study in the field of the related disciplines, these pseudo-scientists, with not a scintilla of personally gained knowledge, will fiercely defend the imminent destruction of the planet against those they deem "deniers."
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Bill Gates Wants To Use Climate Change Hoax To Change “Every Aspect Of Economy” Like He Did With The Coronavirus Hoax

Tim Broun /  February 16, 2021
Climate and Citizen Control: “Break Their Will”

By Bob Hoye —— Bio and Archives—February 20, 2021
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The problem for the Left is that most ordinary folk are practical and are beginning to discover that control freaks have gone, well, out of control. And have been using fear to impose authoritarian constraints upon freedoms that have been the way of life for a long time. Indeed, the American Constitution was intended to protect individual freedom and to limit government ambition.

The latter is the stuff we all exhale or take in. Interesting article, yes. Climate Change is the number one environmental problem facing the world. Climate Change is real, and it is happening. It is causing serious problems for people around the world. It is a problem that we, as a society, must address.

The Earth is getting warmer, and the glaciers are melting. The sea levels are rising. There are more extreme weather events, such as hurricanes and heat waves. Climate change is real, and it is happening. It is a problem that we, as a society, must address.
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